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Introduction 
In this workshop, we will be using the Qlik Dev Hub which provides a number of development 
tools and utilities for API and integration related topics. The Dev Hub can be accessed using 
the menu on top right corner of the Hub. Also note that for each section, there is a 
corresponding code snippets file that has the code you will need (if you do not want to enter  
it manually). 
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Embedding with iFrames 
 

 
 
 

1) Once in the Qlik Dev Hub, we will be using the Mashup Editor which 

allows web page development via HTML, JavaScript & CSS. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2) At the first prompt, please choose Create New Project 

 
 
 
 
 

3) For this first tutorial, choose 

Workshop_1_Basic_HTML as the template 

and name your project starting with 

workshop1_. You can replace ‘nameOfProject’ 

with whatever name you want. 

 

 

 

4) Once the template is open, the first thing we need to do 

is to pick an app to use as a base application to embed 

objects from. Choose Consumer Sales as the base 

app.  

 

 

5) At the top of the page, you will see 5 tabs. There may be additional tabs for more complex web page 

designs but 5 is the minimum number of tabs for each mashup. 
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6) The following is the extension of each tab, and their purpose: 

• Preview - Preview the web page as you make changes to other files. 

• .qext  - This file identifies properties for Qlik Sense mashups/templates. This file is only 

used by the Qlik Dev Hub and can be removed once the mashup is moved to production.  This 

file also controls whether the project will be saved as a mashup or a template by setting 

type=mashup or type=mashup-template. 

• .html  - The HTML file is the basis for the web page. Here you can modify layout, move 

content around and reference scipt and style files. 

• .js  - The JavaScript file allows code execution to perform actions such as: rendering 

visualizations, showing alert boxes as well as any other scripting tasks. 

• .css  - The Cascading Style Sheet is for modifying style related aspects on the web 

page such as color, size, position, and font. 

Given that designing a web page is not the purpose of this workshop, we will not go too in-depth into 

of the actual coding process, but instead focus more on the process of how visualizations are 

embedded to existing pages. 

7) If you click on the Preview tab, you will see a very basic HTML page with only 3 panes (Top, Menu, 

Main). This is a relatively common design theme for web pages. This template also contains a very limited 

number of objects with minimal amounts of HTML code. This is so we can focus on embedding objects 

rather than going through HTML code. 

 

8) Click on Basic.html tab to see the HTML code. This file defines what elements will be shown on the 

web page. One key element is a <div>. A <div> tag is simply a container on a web page that can hold 

other content, be it images/text/dynamic content. Most modern web pages use <div> tags for aligning all 

content on the screen. 

 

9) There is also a line of code near the top of the page in the header section that references BasicPage.css 

which is another tab in the Dev Hub. CSS files control where each div box will be placed, the size, color, 

background & font properties of each section. Click on BasicPage.css tab to review the styling code. 

 
 

10) Click on the Basic.html tab to go back to HTML code. Our first project uses the simplest method of 

embedding Qlik Sense objects, single integration. This method uses IFrames, which are essentially a way 

of opening a window within an existing web page to a completely different web page. This works much 

like the picture-in-picture feature on a television. IFrames are easy to implement, but lack control over 

styling and other aspects. For this exercise, we will place 2 charts on this page. One in the left menu pane 

and another in the main content pane. All Qlik Sense objects will get rendered into HTML div containers 

to control the position of each object. You will see two div containers already created on this page to ease 

the process of placement. The div containers are labeled as <div id=“Chart1”> and <div id=“Chart2”>. 

 
 

11) Remember that <div> containers can contain any object(s) that can 

be rendered within a web page, so try adding some text between the 

Chart1 <div> tag to see the result.  

 

12) Now click on Save button on the top left, then the Preview tab to see the changes. 
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13) Now that we have added some 

text, we will try adding some 

charts. Adding charts via IFrames 

requires obtaining the IFrame 

code for each Qlik Sense object. 

That is done in another tool within 

the dev hub called the “Single 

Configurator”. Click on SAVE one 

more time and switch to the 

Single configurator from the 

top menu. 

 

 

14) Select Consumer Sales as the app to use. 

 

15) Click the Sales vs Margin by Product Sub Group item on the left to show the chart. 

 

16) On the Options -> General 
on the right side, uncheck 

Disable interaction. Also, 

under Options -> 

Selections, uncheck Set 

Clear Selections. Once that 

is done, copy and paste the text 

in the Iframe box and paste it 

into a notepad document, or 

somewhere to save it for later 

(you will need this in later 

workshops as well!). 

 

17) Follow steps 16 for the Sales $ by Product Group (sorted by Budget Amt) chart. Note that you 

can search for the chart name. 

 

18) Now that we obtained the IFrame code for each chart, we can switch to the Mashup editor | Dev Hub 
tab. 

 

19) Copy/paste the Sales vs Margin by Product Sub Group code into the Chart1 div box located on 

line 24. 

 

20) Copy/paste the Sales $ by Product Group (sorted by Budget Amt) code into the Chart2 div box 

located on line 36. 

 

21) Click Save, then on the Preview tab. You can also view the page 

without the editor by click on the View button on the bottom right of 

the preview page. 
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22) Congratulations, you have now embedded your first two charts. The following are other options you can 

use when embedding IFrames to add/remove functionality. 

• &opt=nointeraction   disables all interactions including selections 

• &opt=noselections   disables selections but can still zoom & scroll 

• &opt=currsel    displays a selections bar at the top 

• &select=clearall   clears all filters before showing chart 

• &select=FieldName,Value1,Value2 applies filter Value1 and Value2 of FieldName to the 

object (repeat entire pattern for every different FieldName filter) 

• &Identity=SomeValue   defines a session identity If no identity is defined, the 

session and selection state will be shared with the client. If an identity is defined, a separate 

session is created, and any selections made in the single chart will not affect a concurrent 

session in the Qlik Sense client. 

 

23) Add &select=clearall&select=state_name,New%20Jersey,California&opt=currsel to the end 

of the Chart2 IFrame src section. It should look like this: 

<iframe class="mychart" 
src='https://<serverName>/single/?appid=<appID>&obj=<objectID>&select=clearall&select=state
_name,New%20Jersey,California&opt=currsel' 
style='border:none;width:100%;height:100%;'></iframe> 

 

24) Click Save and then click the Preview tab. Chart2 should now display a selections bar on top with 2 

selected states as the filter. 

 

BONUS: Try adding a new <div> container at the bottom of the page where id=“chart4” and embed another chart 

from Consumer Sales. 
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Embedding Existing Charts with JavaScript 
 

 

 

 

1) Go back to the Dev Hub and click on Mashup Editor. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2) Click Create a new project. 
 
 

3) Start the name of the mashup with 

workshop2_, and then call it whatever you 

want. We will choose 

Workshop_2_JavaScript as the Template. 

 
 
 
 

4) Choose Consumer Sales as the app. 

 

5) Open the Basic.html tab and notice the additional references in the code: 

• qlik-styles.css  Qlik Sense style sheet required for styling charts. 

• Require.js   Qlik Sense JavaScript library for rendering charts. 

• Basic.js   JavaScript file used to connect to applications, embed charts and any 

other web page specific scripting actions. Note that there are only comments in this page as it 

doesn’t have any references to any applications or charts yet. 

 
 
 

Here are the actual references to those 3 files. 
 

 
 

 

6) Switch to the Basic.html tab and look at line 37. Notice the class=“qvplaceholder”. This allows 

users to drag & drop a chart into a div container and the Qlik Sense template automatically modifies the 

Basic.js file with appropriate code to connect to an app and render that chart.  

 
 

7) Switch to Preview tab and notice the “Drag object to place in the layout” text. This is because the class 

“qvplaceholder” is set. 
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8) From the Consumer Sales application, drag and drop Sales vs 

Margin by Product Sub Group into the left menu div 

container. Notice the chart has a semi-transparent background 

and blends into the page, this is due to the .qvt-visualization 

style that’s set in Basic.html in the style tags on line 18. 

 
 
 

9) Switch to the Basic.html tab and look at line 37 again. <div id=“Chart1”> class changed from 

qvplaceholder to qvobject. qvobject is a separate class used for styling charts that need to be 

rendered in a div container. 

 

 
 

10) Switch to the Basic.js tab. 

• On line 30, a new qlik.openApp() command is added to connect to the app. 

 
• On line 38, a new app.getObject() command is added to get a specific object (in this case, 

a chart), and render the chart in the specified div container (Chart1). 

 
 

 

 

 

11) Switch back to Preview then drag and drop 

the Margin Amount Over Time chart into 

the second div container in the middle of the 

page. 
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12) Switching back to the Basic.js tab, there should now be a second getObject() command added on line 

38 for Chart2. 

 
13) In Basic.html, paste the IFrame code from where you have it saved from Chart1 into the Chart3 div on 

line 54. Make sure &select=clearall is NOT in the URL. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

14) Now click Save, and switch to the 

Preview tab to see the difference 

between embedding an IFrame vs 

embedding with JavaScript. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

15) Now to apply a filter in JavaScript, we will switch to Basic.js. Uncomment line 42. 

 

 

Note that if the data is not filtered, check that the IFrame URL does NOT have &select=clear all in the 

URL. 

 

16) Click Save, then switch to the Preview tab. 

 

17) Up until this point, we’ve been binding the chart <div> tag to the object-ID in the JavaScript file like: 

 app.getObject(<divID>, <objectID>); 

For small projects, this is fine, but once your mashups get more complex, with more charts, it becomes a 

bit of a maintenance issue as you’ll have to have 1 extra line of code for every chart you want to embed in 

your .js file. 

Next, we will embed the object IDs in the .html file so you don’t need to have the binding in the .js file. 
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18) First, go back to the Basic.js tab and uncomment the lines 46 to 49 then click Save. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
What does this code do?  

a) looks at all HTML elements in the web page 

b) any element such as a div containers that are tagged with class=“qvinsert”, get the 

data-qvid=“ChartID” value which is the Qlik Sense ChartID defined in the tag.  

c) Render that the visualization with the specified ChartID inside that specific HTML element. 

 

19) Switch to the Preview tab and remove the two charts by clicking on the X icon in the top-right corner. 

This will remove the two getObject() calls in the .js file as well as change the div classes in the .html file 

back to ‘qvplaceholder’.   

 

20) Switching back to Basic.html, go to line 37. 

• change class name from qvplaceholder to qvinsert 

• add data-qvid=“Ydsxt”, this allows us to specify the ChartID within the HTML code 

 

 
 

21) Repeat the same process for Chart2 on line 49. 

• change class name from qvplaceholder to qvinsert 

• add data-qvid=“qamd”   
  

 
 

22) Remove the <iframe> line on line 54, and add class=“qvinsert” data-qvid=“fNGRa” to the <div> 

tag on line 53. 

 

 

 

 

 

23) Click Save, then switch to Preview. Using some simple JavaScript code, we can now embed the chart 

ids in the HTML code itself, instead of having to map the <div> ids to the chart ids in the .js file. 

 

BONUS: Try changing the semi-transparent background to have a blue tint. As a hint, the function rgb(x, y, z, a) 

means a red value of x, a green value of y, a blue value of z, and an alpha (transparent) value from [0-1]. 
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Embedding Dynamic Charts with JavaScript 
 

1) Go back to Dev Hub then click Mashup Editor. 

 

2) Select Create a new project, start the name with workshop3_ and choose the template 

Workshop_3_DynamicCharts. 

 

3) Select Consumer Sales from the Select an app list, then switch to the Basic.html tab. 

 

4) There are 3 div containers for charts, 2 have a class set as qvplaceholder which allows drag and drop 

functionality and the QV03 div has no classes associated with it, we will use this later for generating 

dynamic charts. 

 

5) In the Preview tab, drag and drop the Sales vs Margin scatter chart into the left menu div container. 

The chart should appear. 

 

6) Switch to Basic.js, then find the code snippets provided for the workshop. Open 3-dynamic-js.txt, and 

copy section 1) (not including the number). Paste this block of code on line 42. 

 

7) Looking through the code, you should be able to see where the dimension, measure and colors are 

defined. On line 77, you should see vis.show(“Chart3”); This is telling the code to render the chart in 

the div container with the id Chart3. 

 

8) Click Save, then switch to the Preview tab. Nothing should change because there is no div container 

where id=“Chart3”.  

 

9) Switch to the Basic.html tab and on line 54, change the id for the div from QV03 to Chart3. 

Before:     After: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10) Click Save, then switch to the Preview tab 

and it should look as follows.  
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11) Switching back to Basic.js, we can now try changing the rendered chart. 

 

 

 

• Comment line 44 and uncomment line 43, changing from barchat to 

treemap, click Save then Preview. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

• Comment line 43 and uncomment line 42, changing from treemap to 

piechart, click Save then Preview. 

 
 
 
 

12) For fun, lets choose a random chart every time we visit the page. In the same code snippets file from 

before (3-dynamic-js.txt), copy and paste part 2) into line 39. This block of code creates a variable that 

stores the text of a random chart type. 

 

 

 
 
 

13) Then, on line 43, change app.visualization.create('piechart', to 

app.visualization.create(RandomChart,. Notice that there are no quotes around RandomChart as 

this is a variable that holds the type, not the type itself.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

14) Click Save, then switch to the Preview tab. Refresh the page multiple times and you should see the 

chart changing between piechart, barchart, and treemap. 

 

 

BONUS: Try adding a new div container and creating a new dynamic chart within the div container. Use the 

same dimension as the existing on the fly chart but change the measure definition and label to reflect a different 

currency instead of USD (for example, Swedish Kronas [SEK]). 
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Dynamic Charts with Custom Controls 
 

1) Go back to Dev Hub then click Mashup Editor. 

 

2) Select Create a new project, start the name with workshop4_ and choose the template 

Workshop_4_DynamicUI. 
 

3) Select Consumer Sales from the Select an app list. 

 

4) Scroll down the page and drag and drop any chart into any of the lower div containers to create a 

connection to the application. 

  

5) Open 4-dynamic-custom-controls.txt from the code snippets provided and copy section 1 to line 

119 in Basic.js. Then click Save, and switch to the Preview tab, no chart should appear yet as there is 

no div container where id=“Chart3”. 

 

6) Switch to Basic.html, and on line 131, switch the id from QV02 to Chart3 for the div container. 

 

Save, then Preview and you should see a chart! 

 

7) Copy the HTML code in section 3 from 4-dynamic-custom-controls.txt and paste it on line 126 in 

Basic.html. 
 

8) Copy the JavaScript code in section 4 from 4-dynamic-custom-controls.txt and paste it on line 111 

in Basic.js. 
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9) Try changing chart type via the 

dropdown box. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

10) Copy the HTML code in section 5 

from 4-dynamic-custom-controls.txt and paste it on line 137 in Basic.html. 
 

11) Click Save, then the Preview tab. The color should NOT work as there is no matching JavaScript code. 

 

12) Copy the JavaScript code in section 6 from 4-dynamic-custom-controls.txt and paste it on line 119 

in Basic.js. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

13) Save & Preview.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

14) You can now change the chart type and color from the drop-down boxes. There are also menu options 

along the top for some simple navigation and clearing filter selections. This page also uses responsive 

design which means content will automatically resize as the page is resized.   
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The Art of the Possible 
 

1) Try embedding some Qlik Sense into a web site of your choice! First, visit a website in Google Chrome 

that you’d like to try to embed a chart in. 

 

 

 

 

2) In Chrome, click File, then Save Page As… 

 

 

 

 

 

3) Choose a location on disk where you would like to save 

the website, and make sure you choose the Webpage, 

Complete option. 

 

4) You can now navigate to where the page was saved and open the main .html file at the root with 

notepad or some other text editor. 

 
5) Take the IFrame code from the first workshop and find a div that has content you can remove. Remove 

the content and replace with the IFrame block. 

 
6) Open the .html in Chrome and look at the results! 
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